E-Discovery Week - Exploring Macro & Micro Economic Data on CDMNext
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Coverage

- Covers >7.3 million macroeconomic time series
- 200+ economies
- World Trend Plus
- Global Database (core database; by country/region)
- Daily Database (deposit rate, forward rates, etc)
- Premium Databases (China, Indonesia, Brazil, India and Russia)

Source: https://www.ceicdata.com/en/products
How to Access

• Library Homepage (https://library.ust.hk) > Databases > C > CDMNext
• On/Off-campus Access – OK
• Guest Access / Registered User
Click here for guest access

Anonymous access to the most complete set of economic data available for over 128 countries to accurately compare GDP, CPI, imports, exports, FDI, retail sales and interest rates.

Register now

Sign up with CEIC Data to complete your product experience with our core features in collaboration and data alerting.

Registered user

Email Address

Password

Forgot password?
Support Portal | Diagnostics

Login ✋
Database Structure

• **Data** – access to the full CEIC databases, individual series and datasets

• **Analysis** – access to all CEIC Insights, EMIS Insights, and other third-party reports

• **Comparables** – standardized list of *key* series grouped by region

• **Releases** – release schedule of series in a timeline

• **Watchlist** – latest updates and notification on selected series
CDMNext Basics

- Data Discovery
- Creating Insights & Visualization
- Data Transformation (see Function Guides in CDMNext)
Data Discovery - How to Find Data Series?

• Search by **Keyword**
  ➢ Apply filters

• Browse by **Indicators**
Exercise

- The spot price of gold in Hong Kong
Creating Insight and Visualization
Creating Insight and Visualization

- To create an insight, simply add or drag/drop the selected series
- You may add additional sheets to the insight for visual creation (e.g. line, area, column, bar, pie, etc)
- Download series, chart and all
Exercise

1. Look for the annual Core CPI (consumer price index) for Canada and USA
2. Create a “Map” chart and “Table” in Insight
Data Transformation
Data Transformation

- To apply math functions to the selected series, type a function on the function bar or access function editor.
How to Win Prizes

1. Complete the CDMNext Quiz
2. Join the E-Discovery Week Challenge (online Quiz) (2 lucky draw chances; deadline: Feb 18, 11:59pm). Each participant can only submit one completed quiz